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57. Recent Developments in IP Law, by John C. Gatz
62. IP Group News, by Samson Helfgott

5:6, July/August 2013, European Fashion Law
5. An Interview with Judge Theodore R. Essex [Profiles in IP Law], by Lloyd Smith
10. Closing Statement [Section Focus], by Joseph M. Potenza
10. Highlights of the 2012–13 Association Year [Section Focus]
16. May It Please the Court: The ABA-IPL Section and Amicus Briefs, Part Two [Section Focus], by Hayden W. Gregory
28. Combating Intellectual Property Infringement at the Border: A Look at the Systems in Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay, by Cristina Guerra and Ricardo Pinho
24. The Supreme Court to Congress: “Help!,” by Ralph Oman
42. Managing Trademark Investigations for Nonuse in China: A Comparison with U.S. Practice, by Yijun Ge and Peter S. Sloane
45. Year Zero by Rob Reid [Book Review], by Brian D. Wasom
54. “Umbrella” Standards Bodies: Framing IPR Policies, by Carter Eltzroth
60. Recent Developments in IP Law, by John C. Gatz
6:1, September/October 2013, Protecting U.S. Trade Secret Assets
2. The ABA-IPL Section and Amicus Briefs the Third Half: Lexmark and Fresenius II [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
3. Toward Key Advocating in FY2014 [Perspective], by Robert O. Lindefgeld
7. An Interview with Chief Judge Gerard F. Rogers [Profiles in IP Law], by Cheryl L. Black
16. Copyright on Architectural Works: Does it Need to Be Changed?, by Lawrence C. Maxwell
22. Intellectual Property Licenses in Bankruptcy: Can Lubrizol, §365(n), and Sunbeam Be Reconciled?, by Marcelo Halpern
29. It’s All Relative: Taste, Timing and Einstein’s Rights of Publicity in the Post-Twitter World, by Rebeccah Gan
35. Not Enjoin or Not to Enjoin: What’s Come of the Test since eBay?, by Brian J. Vogel and Shane St. Hill
40. Examining the Evolving Role the Public Interest Plays at the ITC, by P. Andrew Riley
48. Mediating Copyright and Intellectual Property Disputes, by Judge James Scott Sledge
52. Hatch-Waxman Litigation Post-Actavis: Crafting a Pro-Competitive Settlement Agreement [Meeting of the Minds], by Andrew D. Regan and Charles E. Millers
56. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
56. IPP Group News, by Samson Helfgott

6:2, November/December 2013, New Approaches in Navigating Patent Law
2. Combatting So-Called Patent Trolls: Initial Efforts Fall Short, New Efforts Multiply [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
7. An Interview with Judge Gerald Bruce Lee [Profiles in IP Law], by Lloyd Smith
12. Lessons Learned from the First Year of Inter Parties Reviews, by Jennifer C. Bailey
18. PTAB Rearranging the Face of Patent Litigation, by Thomas King and Jeffrey A. Wolfson
38. Software-Related Patent Eligibility: Where Do We Stand after CLS Bank?, by James A. Gromada
46. What’s the Holdup in Establishing a RAND Framework?, by Mauricio A. Uribe
50. A Review of Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts [Book Review], by Jason Rantanen
55. Shock and Aww: Social Media and §1202 of the DCMA [Meeting of the Minds], by Alyssa Reiner and Noah Priluck
60. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz

1. Keeping the United States on Top of Its Game [Perspective], by Robert O. Lindefgeld
2. HR 3309: “Troll” as an Adjective, Not as a Noun? [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
7. An Interview with Margaret A. (Peggy) Focarino [Profiles in IP Law], by Steven P. Caltrider
8. IP in an Augmented Reality, by Brian D. Wassom
28. Proving the Causal Connection from Infringement to Defendant Profits: Punitive Considerations for the Copyright Act, by Michael A. Einhorn

32. The Uniform Rapid Suspension System: A New Weapon in the War Against Cybersquatters, by James L. Bikoff, David K. Heasley, Griffin M. Barnett, Valeriya Sherman, and Justin Miller

42. Form PCT/IB/382: Legal Implications in Countries with Compulsory Licensing Rules, by Cary Miller, Max R. Banko, and Kimberly A. Bolin

45. A Remarkable Victory, by Fanwen Kong and Yongbo (Robert) Li

50. Liability of Foreign Companies under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act [Meeting of the Minds], by William Jacob Farrar and Daniel Gervais

60. PP Group News, by Samson Helfgott

6:4, March/April 2014, IP and the Comic Book Superhero

1. Patent Troll (PAE Legislation Rolls On [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory

9. An Interview with Elizabeth Day Hochberg [Profiles in IP Law], by Matthew P. Hintz


17. Mooting Declaratory Judgment Actions through Covenants Not to Sue after Already, LLC v. Nike, Inc., by Matthew K. Blackburn

22. IP and the Comic Book Superhero, by James E. Daily, Brad M. Desnoyer, and Janet Fries

31. Minding the Store: Trade Dress Protection for Retail Store Designs, by Holly Hogan

37. Strategic Use of Rule 68 Offers of Judgment in Copyright Litigation, by Eric M. Stahl and Henry J. Tashman

40. Supreme Court Reversal Rates for Federal Circuit Cases, by Roy E. Hofer and Joshua H. James

46. Law in the Making: The 3D Printing Law Blog, by Paul Banwatt
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53. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
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1. It’s Time for the Internet to Start Acting Like an Adult [Perspective], by Robert O. Lindefjeld

2. Combating So-Called Patent Trolls: Demand Letters Demand Attention [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
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12. Strategic Considerations before Filing an IPR, by John M. Bird and Margaret M. Welsh
19. Design Patent Functionality, by Christopher V. Carani
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40. Nouniness: The Enemy of a Lean Writing Style—Changing a Scientific Writing Style into One Judges Will Enjoy, by C. Edward Good
46. Divided Infringement for Software Patents in View of Limelight Networks v. Akamai Technologies, by Alton Hornsby III
50. Trademarks without Borders: The Struggle to Establish Geographical Rights for Common-Law Trademarks Used Online [Meeting of the Minds], by Thomas J. Mihill and John A. Zevitas
54. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz

7:3, January/February 2015, A New Approach to Curbing Copyright Trolls
3. Correcting Technical Errors in Legislation, or, Should Congress be Estopped from a Fast Track Fix to the Screw Up in Post-Grant Review Estoppel? [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
9. An Interview with Louis J. Foreman, Chief Executive of Enventys and IPO Education Foundation President [Profiles in IP Law], by Susan McGahan
15. When Dreams Come True? Using Section 285 to Impose Fees against a Losing Patentee’s Lawyers, by David C. Hricik
18. High (Court) Octane: Third Circuit Extends Octane to Trademark Fee Application, by Naomi Jane Gray
22. The “One Satisfaction” Rule: A New Approach to Curbing Copyright Trolls, by Dan Booth
30. On Notice, Not Claimed – The Role of the Copyright Registration System, by Pamela S. Chestek
37. Toothless or Misunderstood? Getting to Know Section 512(f) of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, by David A. Kluft
41. The Devil Made Me Do It: Lessons Learned in Negotiating Intellectual Property Agreements, by Stephen E. Gillen and Naitasia V. Hensey
46. Troll Fighter: An Interview with Vermont Attorney General William J. Sorrell, by Nicholas M. Kunz and Andrew F. Halaby
49. Why Rush Patent Reform?, by Circuit Judge Paul R. Michel (ret.)
53. Software Litigation Opens Pandora’s Box of Key Open Source Issues, by Aaron Williamson
58. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
59. I2P Group News, by Samson Helfgott
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1. ABA-IPL: Developing Policy and Advocating for IP [Perspective], by Lisa A. Dunner
2. IP in Congress: Review of the 113th Congress and Preview of the 114th [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
14. To Be or Not To Be: A Quick Trick to Strengthen Your Writing Style, by C. Edward Good
20. That’s a Wrap: Online Agreements and Gaming Kids, by Adam C. Losey
25. The Role of Post-Grant Reviews in Patent Challenges before the PTAB, by H. Wayne Porter
32. IP Crossword
34. It’s How You Play the Game: Why Videogame Rules Are Not Expression Protected by Copyright Law, by Sonali D. Maitra
46. A Good Game to Play
52. Emerging Challenges in Tabletop Gaming: Player Modifications, Third-Party Parts, and Disruptive Technology [Meeting of the Minds], by Benjamin J. Siders and Kirk A. Damman
56. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
7:5, May/June 2015, E-Commerce: IP in the Online Marketplace
2. Congress Looks at the Copyright Office [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
8. Aereo Post-Mortem: Was It Ever Really About the Cloud?, by Craig B. Whitney
13. The History and Future of E-Commerce Patents, by Dennis D. Crouch and Mitchell L. Terry
28. Opening the Door to Trust: Privacy and Intellectual Property During Exit Events, by Timothy L. Yim
34. Patentability of Commercial Use of a Trade Secret, by Catherine L. Kung and Lawrence S. Pope
59. It’s Your Time. Own It., by Elizabeth Jolliffe

7:6, July/August 2015, Protecting IP in an Agile Software Development Environment
1. Patent Eligibility: Should Congress Overrule the Supreme Court’s Recent Decisions? Would the Court Overrule the Overrule? [From the Hill], by Hayden W. Gregory
7. Highlights of the 2014-15 Association Year [Section Focus]
22. The Next Great Copyright Office, by Joshua L. Simmons
30. Chipping Away at the Dead Wood and Other Registered-but-Unused Marks, by Matthew D. Asbell
34. Protecting IP in an Agile Software Development Environment, by Christopher N. George and Raymond Millien
42. Patent Arbitration: It Still Makes Good Sense, by Peter L. Michaelson
48. It’s Your Time. Own It., by Elizabeth Jolliffe
50. Client Retention and Growth: Driving Your Firm’s Success by Engaging with Clients, by Silvia L. Coulter
54. IP Practice Management: Observations from the Outside, by Robin A. Rolfe
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8:1, September/October 2015, Monetization and Valuation
1. Inter Partes Litigation Within the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: New Opportunities for Specialists? [Perspective], by Theodore H. Davis, Jr.
5. Cory Van Arsdale of Intellectual Ventures [Profiles in IP Law], by Susan P. Pan
10. More Valuable than Patents? How to Recognize and Leverage Trademark Assets and Avoid Pitfalls Along the Way, by Danny M. Awdeh and Brian Westley
14. How the Growth of Subscription Video-on-Demand Impacts Copyright Holders, by John G. Plumpe and Ben W. Sheppard
20. IPRs Complicate the Litigation Funding Landscape for Patent Owners, by Daniel Golub
27. The Attorney’s Role in Assisting Clients with Patent Valuation, by Bruce W. Burton, Scott Weingust, and Alton L. Hare
32. What’s It Worth? Principles of Patent Valuation, by Krista F. Holt, Thomas B. Herman, and Brian P. O’Shaughnessy
38. A Business Practitioner’s View on IP Monetization in Asia, by Gordon McConnachie
42. Patent Eligibility of Software Patents in the U.S. and Europe, Post-Alice, by Rupert A. Knights and Craig A. Redinger
47. Litigation Trading: Wall Street’s Interest in Patent Cases, by Matthew P. Larson
54. The Valuation of Intellectual Property for Transfer Pricing Purposes [Meeting of the Minds], by Xiaoying Zhang, Danny Ko, and Adam A. Karp
58. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
63. IP Group News, by Samson Helfgott
Digital Feature: Terms of Use Case Update, by Francine D. Ward, Brian D. Sites, Michelle L. Gregory, Janice Phaik Lin Goh, and Timothy Lewis

8:2, November/December 2015, The Internet of Things
3. An Interview with Christine Kao, Twitter, Inc. [Profiles in IP Law], by Chrissie Scelsi
6. Cybersecurity and Cybercrime: Intellectual Property and Innovation, by Emile Loza de Siles
23. Copyright Battles over the Internet of Things, by Franklin S. Graves
30. Privacy, Security, and Wearable Technology, by Janice Paik Lin Goh
34. Internet of Things: Another Industry Patent War?, by Kenie Ho
38. Trademarks in the Golden Age of Craft Beer, by Michael D. Kanach and Daniel J. Christopherson
44. Taking Matters into Your Own Hands: Tips for Avoiding Attorney Malpractice Assertions, by Jessamyn S. Berniker
47. A Virtual Analog Rule for Software Patent Eligibility, by Joseph S. Bird III
52. USPTO Patent Pro Bono Program, by Jennifer M. McDowell
54. Web Scraping—Limits on Free Samples [Meeting of the Minds], by Philip H. Liu and Mark Edward Davis
59. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
Digital Feature: IoT Big Data: Consumer Wearables, Data Privacy and Security, by Katherine Britton

8:3, January/February 2016, The Vast Depths of Licensing
5. An Interview with Sharon Barner, Cummins, Inc. [Profiles in IP Law], by Cheryl L. Black
8. Diverse Views: Increasing Diversity and Awareness in Legal Organizations [Section Focus], by Nicholas J. Kim
10. “Delebs” and Postmortem Right of Publicity, by Erik W. Kahn and Pou-I “Bonnie” Lee
15. Comparing Software License Boilerplate with Government Contracts, by David S. Bloch
20. Digital Dilemmas: The Music Industry Confronts Licensing for On-Demand Streaming Services, by Jason Koransky
30. Inside a University’s Technology Transfer Office: Purposes and Goals for Protecting a University’s Intellectual Property, by Randi B. Isaacs
36. Preparing IP Clients for Their Second Acts: A Primer on Creative Executorship, by Ellen F. Brown
42. Granting Language in Patent License Agreements: An Analysis of Usages, by Kenneth A. Adams
47. The Longstanding Pro Bono Battle Challenging the Washington Football Team Trademarks, by Victoria F. Phillips and Ryan M. Van Olst
50. When the Supreme Court Closes a Door, It Opens a Window: Over One Year Later, Aereo May Help Put the Cloud Back on the Court’s Horizon, by Craig B. Whitney and Andrew J. Ungberg
54. ‘Cause They Never Go Out of Style: Why Musicians Are Registering More Trademarks Than Ever [Meeting of the Minds], by Erik M. Pelton and Elizabeth M. Dukette
59. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
63. IP Group News, by Samson Helfgott
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1. Information Technology Reform for the Copyright Office: Help for a Beleaguered but Mission-Critical Federal Agency [Perspective], by Theodore H. Davis Jr.
6. The Dynamic between Federal Courts and the TTAB: A Post-B&B Hardware Analysis, by Brendan J. O’Rourke, Lee M. Popkin, and Celia V. Cohen
12. The Appeal Process: The Statistical Likelihood of Success, by Kate S. Gaudry and Sameer Vadera
26. IP Virtuosos: Professor Mark A. Lemley, by Uli Widmaier and Kristine A. Bergman
30. IP Virtuosos: William Coughlin, by Janet A. Marvel
34. IP Virtuosos: Michelle K. Lee, by Kenie Ho
40. IP Virtuosos: Judge James Holderman, by Ashly I. Boesche and Brent Hawkins
47. The Unitary Patent Court—Advice for U.S. Applicants, by Caroline E. Warren and Aaron J. Poledna
50. Smartphone Patent Litigation and Standard Essential Patents: A Success Story, by Richard S. Taffet
56. Precedent, Persuasion, and the PTAB [Meeting of the Minds], by David L. Cavanaugh and Jonathan R. Stroud
60. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
Digital Feature: A Trademark Overhaul! Amendments to the Canadian Trade-marks Act and Their Effect on U.S. Trademark Owners, by John S. McKeown, Cynthia Rowden, Luna Samman, Matthias Berger, and James L. Bikoff

8:5, May/June 2016, IP and the Romance with its Policy Makers
1. The Trademark Registration Process and the First Amendment [Perspective], by Theodore H. Davis Jr.
5. An Interview with Anne Chasser, University Licensing: Time to Step Back, Evaluate the Institution’s Mission, and Build a Brand. [Profiles in IP Law], by David Dawsey
6. False Advertising Disputes: Interplay Between Courts and the NAD, by Bradley L. Cohn and Kristine A. Bergman
16. IP and the Romance with its Policy Makers: Can This Marriage Be Saved? By Hayden W. Gregory
22. Thinking Ahead: Envisioning IP Surveys in the Year 2050, by Jacob Jacoby
27. The International Design Registration: Maintaining National Personality and Acquiring It All at Once, by Vincenzo Melilli
32. Bad Faith Assertion Legislation: Troll Solution or More Headaches for Defendants?, by Ury Fischer and Noah H. Rashkind
36. Trademark Law Amendment in Japan: Introduction on Registering Nontraditional Marks, by Tomoya Kurokawa
42. The Divided Infringement Defense in a Post-Akamai World: Still a Threat to Pharmaceutical Patent Holders?, by Gasper J. La Rosa and Landon R. Clark
47. Pro Bono: One Attorney’s IP Experience, by Ian Ballon as told to Stephanie Roberts
48. Technology Sectors at Risk from the Perfect Patent Storm, by David Newman
52. Einstein Just May Have Predicted Some Future Challenges for In-House Counsel, by Louis B. Tran
57. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
Digital Feature: Don’t Start Recruiting Computers as Associates Just Yet, by Kenneth A. Grady
Digital Feature: The Future of IP: The More Things Change, the More They Stay the Same?, by Christophe van Zyl

8:6, July/August 2016, Cuba and the Future of Trademarks
10. Repurposing and Enforcement during Patent Term Extensions for Pharma Products, by Martin A. Voet and Louis C. Cullman
26. Making the Nonprevailing Pay: The Statistics of Exceptional Cases Two Years after Octane and Highmark, by Lionel M. Lavenue, Sean D. Damon, and R. Benjamin Cassady
32. The Trans-Pacific Partnership: Future of Global Trade or Corporate Conspiracy against Workers?, by Kevin E. Noonan
36. Viva Brazil: Protecting the Propriedade Industrial of Rights Holders at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games, by Len Glickman, Stephen J. Henderson, and Sophie H. Moher
43. Abolish the Passive Voice? I Don’t Think So, by C. Edward Good
48. Patent Exhaustion Dispute Likely Headed for Supreme Court: Validity of Post-Sale Restrictions and Ability of Foreign Sales to Exhaust U.S. Rights to Be Considered, by Matthew K. Blackburn and Joshua D. Curry
54. Factors Favoring Early Settlement of Post-Grant Proceedings, by Mary R. Henninger and Rebecca M. McNeill
57. Next Up in Copyright [Meeting of the Minds], by Jay A. Rosenthal and Rachael A. Stelly
60. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
Digital Feature: #SocialMediaLegalFails, Ramifications of Online Overshare: IP, Native Advertising, Brand Endorsements, and Other Media Pitfalls, by Luke S. Curran
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9:1, September/October 2016, The Food Issue
4. Perspective, by Donna P. Suchy
6. An Interview with Jessica E. Lewis, The Coca-Cola Company [Profiles in IP Law], by Darrell G. Mottley
8. Highlights of the 2015-16 ABA-IPL Year [Section Focus]
18. Government Cheese and Grana Padano: The Global Meltdown over Geographic Indications, by Rebecca Gan
26. Do Consumers Want to Taste Jamaica? Alcohol Beverage Makers Fight False Advertising Claims, by Eugene M. Pak
34. Don’t Ruin a Perfect Evening—Get the Appropriate Licenses for Radio and TV in Restaurants and Bars, by David D. Oxenford and Rachel S. Wolkowitz

49. *Navigating Inter Partes Review Appeals in the Federal Circuit: A Statistical Review*, by Christopher A. Suarez

60. *Decisions in Brief*, by John C. Gatz


Digital Feature: *Supreme Court Confirms Broadest Reasonable Interpretation Allowed in Inter Partes Review and Limits Review of Institution Decisions*, by Robert H. Resis and Benjamin Koopfstock

9:4, March/April 2017, Traditional Knowledge and Alternative Medicine

1. *Perspective: Foreign Patent Filing: A Different Kind of “Climate Watch,”* by Donna P. Suchy


20. *What Do Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expressions Have to Do with Intellectual Property Rights?*, by J. Janewa Osei-Tutu


32. *Stop Patent Troll Armageddon: Use Defensive Aggregators*, by Kent Richardson and Erik Oliver


41. *Ever Hear of a Well-Claused Brief?*, by C. Edward Good

45. *Protecting Designs through Trademarks and Trade Dress at the USITC*, by Patrick J. Stafford and Charles J. Hawkins


63. *A First Look at the Impact of Recent Rule Changes on Patent Owner Preliminary Responses [Meeting of the Minds]*, by Paromita Chatterjee, Arvind Jairam, and Dinesh N. Melwani

9:5, May/June 2017, Media and IP

1. *Perspective: Protecting Industrial Designs: Is the U.S. Behind the World?*, by Donna P. Suchy


14. *Sounds Great! But It Sounds Very Familiar...Where to Draw the Line on Digital Sampling of Sounds Recordings*, by Stephen Carlisle

18. *Copyright Protection of Images Online*, by Nancy E. Wolff and Mikaela I. Gross

24. *Reading the Tea Leaves: Practical Insights from Case Law on Software Copyright Registration*, by Karen K. Williams and Gregory P. Stein
35. Censored: Copyright’s Festering Free-Speech Problem, by John Tehranian
42. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, by Peter J.G. Toren
56. How Collective Management Organizations Remunerate Musicians Worldwide [Meeting of the Minds], by Daphne A. Bugelli and Daniel J. Gervais
60. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz

9:6, July/August 2017, Contentious Construction
1. A Message from Donna P. Suchy
14. Tough Transitions: Managing Disputes between the First and Second Generations of Arts Organization Leadership, by Brian D. Farkas
19. Parody Products: When Should Brand Owners “Smile or Laugh” and When Should They Sue?, by Jeffrey A. Kobulnick and Michael A. Bernet
24. Wake of the Flood: Public Records, Copyright, and Fair Use in Documentary Film, by Walter G. Lehmann
30. Confessions of a Consumer Privacy Ombudsman, by Cassandra M. Porter
34. Practical Tips on Trademark Matters in China, by Wen Peng and Tingxi Huo
38. Getting Creative: Prosecuting Biotechnology Applications at the USPTO after Mayo, by Cynthia M. Bouchez
44. Contentious Construction: Does Language Fit into Copyright’s Mold?, by Joshua L. Simmons and Megan L. McKeown
50. When to Apply and When to File an Action—The Pros and Cons of Commencing Trademark Litigation in Canada’s Federal Court via a Notice of Application, by Lorraine M. Fleck
55. Meeting of the Minds: Best Practices for Filing an Intent-to-Use Trademark Application, by Victoria L. Burke and James L. Bikoff
60. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
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1. Perspective: Evolutionary Tales: Times of the Best and Worst, by Scott F. Partridge
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16. Patenting the Output of Autonomously Inventive Machines, by Ryan B. Abbott
23. Form 18, I Just Don’t Know What I Want: How the Abrogation of Form 18 Has Changed Pleading Standards, by Jeffrey T. Castellano and Nathan R. Hoeschen
27. One Crack and an Evisceration: The Current State of the DMCA’s Safe Harbor, by Louis T. Perry and Katie A. Feiereisel
30. Intellectual Property Suits in the United States Court of Federal Claims, by Judge Mary Ellen Coster Williams and Diane E. Ghrist
40. The Hidden Persuader: Sound Marks as Sonic Indicators of Source, by Anna L. King and Luke S. Curran
44. Toward a Social Networking Law? (2017 Edition), by Hillel I. Parness
48. Jointly Waging the Battle against Counterfeiters in Asia, by Wayne Mack
54. The New Trademark Opposition System in Mexico, by John M. Murphy
59. Righting Inventorship Wrongs—A Multijurisdictional Overview [Meeting of the Minds], by Todd M. Martin and Pervin Taleyarkhan
65. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
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1. Perspective: Betty Ford and the Challenge to Our IP Profession, by Scott F. Partridge
5. Profiles in IP Law: An Interview with Abbey Green, Global Copyright Manager, Christie’s
7. Practice Tips for Avoiding Terminal Disclaimers and Maintaining PTA, by Leslie A. McDonell and Christina M. Rodrigo
9. The PTAB Is Not an Article III Court: A Primer on Federal Agency Rulemaking, by David E. Boundy
14. Printed Publications and Persons of Ordinary Skill: Did the PTAB in GoPro v. Contour IP Holding Apply an Overly Restrictive Standard?, by Joel D. Sayres and Doowon R. Chung
20. Beyond the DMCA: How Google Leverages Notice and Takedown at Scale, by Caleb Donaldson
24. From the Inside: In-House Counsel Look at the Issues
28. Brand Management: In-House Counsel’s Perspective, by Erin M. Goebel and Michel M. Rose
33. My Role as CEO of the Copyright Alliance, by Keith Kupferschmid
35. Building an In-House Practice Technology Transfer Office, by Hamid R. Piroozi
39. Attorney-Client Privilege for In-House Counsel, by Doug Gallagher and Manasi Raveendran
43. An Interview with Sy Damle, General Counsel and Associate Register of the US Copyright Office, by Abioye Ella Mosheim
46. The Intellectual Property Audit, by Robert J. Roby and Carolina Paschoal
59. Decisions in Brief, by John C. Gatz
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